
s Chief Economist and Real Estate Wealth Advisor, Erin Sykes directs Data and Analytics 

teams in New York, London, Palm Beach and the Hamptons.

 

Erin is appointed to expand and deliver the most comprehensive and up to date real estate 

economic indicators that best serve and help educate our clients through data and facts. As a 

former retail and real estate expert advisor Ms. Sykes traveled extensively to every continent and 

shares Nest Seekers International vision. With a background in commercial and luxury residential 

construction as Vice President of John Sykes Company, Inc., her family's 110+ year-old firm, and 

certification as a LEED AP – New Construction, Erin understands how to optimize new development 

and intricate renovation using sustainable materials and methodology. 

 

Erin is a frequent expert guest on Fox Business News, CNBC, TODAY, CNN, NBC Nightly News, 

Yahoo! Finance, Cheddar, TechCrunch, and Inc. She holds an MBA from Pepperdine University and a 

Bachelor’s in Finance and International Business from Villanova University.
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Where is the United States’ economy heading? The combination of a booming 

stock market, extremely low interest rates, once-called transient inflation that is 

becoming increasingly sticky, a continuing global health crisis, and increased 

instability in the Middle East is creating a juxtaposition of opportunity and chaos. 

Many indicators suggest a cooling of *some* markets, like The Hamptons and 

Los Angeles, though Palm Beach and Miami show consistent strength. As a 

nation, we are still in need 2.5 million more housing units, with Florida, California, 

Texas, Oregon, Colorado, and Minnesota leading the pack in terms of shortages.
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HOUSING SHORTAGE

The shortage is a continued opportunity for builders, though housing starts 

nationally sank 7% to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1.543 million units in 

July of 2021, well below market forecasts of 1.6 million. It is the lowest reading in 

3 months, hurt by rising construction costs and home prices. Single-family 

housing starts fell 4.5% to a rate of 1,111,000 and those of buildings with five 

units or more dropped 13.6% to 412,000. Starts declined the most in the 

Northeast (-49.3%), the West (-11.3%) and the Midwest (-6.9%) but rose 2.1% in 

the South.

 

END OF EVICTION 
MORATORIUM

On August 26th, the Supreme Court ended the eviction moratorium with a 

majority opinion saying that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention had 

exceeded its authority by imposing the “nationwide moratorium on evictions in 

reliance on a decades-old statute that authorizes it to implement measures like 

fumigation and pest extermination” thus crippling many landlords by saddling 

them with billions in collective debt stemming from unpaid rent.

Congress had declared a moratorium on evictions at the beginning of the 

coronavirus pandemic, but when it lapsed in July 2020, the CDC then issued a 

series of its own moratoriums, saying that they were justified by the need to 

address the pandemic and was authorized by the Public Health Service Act of 

1944. Despite the end of the federal moratorium, many states and localities, 

including New York and California, have extended their own conditions, causing 

confusion among renters.

 

MOST EXPENSIVE CITY SHIFT

New York City has now dethroned San Francisco as the most expensive city to 

live in the US, despite an increase in homelessness, violence, and the 

distribution of COVID 19 rent relief packages. The average monthly rent of a 

one-bedroom in all of New York City is $2,810, with Manhattan seeing an 

average increase of $2,860, while Brooklyn and Queens rents saw increases 

by $2,449 and $2,100, respectively. This increase in rent prices is likely not a 

reflection of the city’s economy rebounding, but more so landlords attempting 

to make up for money lost during pandemic city exodus and rent moratoriums.

 

MANHATTAN

BROOKLYN

QUEENS

 $2,860

$2,449 

$2,100 

GENERAL UNCERTAINTY 
AND UPHEAVAL

Our differences are dividing us. The nation is faced with a potential debt 

tsunami. And though such upheaval is not a direct influence on the real estate 

market, it eventually works its way into all facets of our lives. Real estate 

markets are forward looking, incorporate information quickly, and are 

segmented. Everything from capital gains tax policy to political instability will 

affect how affluent buyers view their wealth and appetite for risk. As we 

continue to move through hostile times, we will eventually find solid ground and 

more predicable outcomes. For now, it seems prices have leveled off 

somewhat, but uncertainty remains.

 

Historically, pandemics have led to social 

unrest and increased levels of violence, 

from the Black Death to the Spanish flu to 

the great cholera outbreak in Paris. This 

time is no different. There is a heaviness to 

everyday life, with animosity among 

neighbors growing. 

VILLA NEO
Saint-Barthélemy

$80,000,000

NEW 
NOTEWORTHY 

LISTINGS 

Villa Neo is undoubtedly the crown jewel of St. Barts. Neo is impressive and 

unforgettable in every way, with an ultra-contemporary style that aligns 

comfort and refinement. Designed with huge facing glazings, vast spaces, 

stone walls with cascading waterfalls, and floor to ceiling windows that frame 

unobstructed views of the ocean. No expense was spared in creating this 

Unicorn villa and that is evident in the premium materials, high-end appliances 

and luxurious amenities. Every single detail was considered, from the elevator 

that spans all floors, to the advanced technology that controls the 24 camera 

security system, av and electronic doors. Villa Neo is nothing short of an 

architectural masterpiece and its commanding presence will take your breath 

away.  (more info)

Shawn Elliott   516-695-6349  shawnelliott@nestseekers.com

 

10979 
CHALON ROAD

Bel-Air

$67,500,000

A triumphant modern estate with explosive city views wrapping the LA skyline 

and Bel Air Country Club golf course. The estate is perfectly situated through 

the Bel Air West Gate, a few minutes to Sunset. Approximately 30,000 square 

feet with approximately 40,000 square feet of decks and yard for outdoor living 

and sports! Designed with every amenity imaginable including a theater with 

seating for over 40 guests with game room and bar, two lane bowling alley, wine 

cellar, professional salon, sports court/ world class gym. A 5,600 square feet 

master suite with a theater and spa.  (more info)

Marlon Schwarcz  917-900-8259   Marlon@NestSeekers.com

Dylan Eckardt  631-353-2845 dylane@nestseekers.com

Shawn Elliott   516-695-6349  shawnelliott@nestseekers.com

 

127 EAST 
62ND ST

New York

$13,500,000

Perfectly situated off Park Avenue on one of the most beautiful tree-lined 

blocks on the Upper East Side sits an oasis of peace and a gem of urban living 

waiting to be discovered.  This captivating townhouse is on the market for the 

first time since it underwent a two-and-half year, multi-million-dollar gut 

renovation recently. The sun-lit residence has been beautifully restored and its 

recent monumental transformation brings open downtown loft-living to a 

Manhattan townhouse located in the prestigious neighborhood of the Upper 

East Side two blocks from Central Park. No detail has been spared in recreating 

this impeccable home of luxury that features Carrara marble walls, 

wood-burning fireplaces, white oak floors and finishes, Italian fittings, 

skylights, and a living green wall.  (more info)

Jaime Richichi   516-749-5242   JaimeR@nestseekers.com

 

WALDORF 
ASTORIA 

RESIDENCES 
Miami

Much like the thriving Metropolis within which it sits, Waldorf Astoria 

Residences Miami offers and experience in transcendence - an exclusive 

lifestyle offering embedded within a legacy brand that has stood the test of 

time. Residents here will not only assume a coveted place in a landmark 

building's history, but also as a part of a cutting-edge community of culture 

shapers, intrinsically playing a role in boldly defining social moments.  Waldorf 

Astoria Residences Miami, with its limitless views, extraordinary architecture 

and limitless brand, will usher in a new era for generations to come.  (more info)

Erin Sykes  609-517-3071  erins@nestseekers.com

Mark Yaffe  305-998-9981   MarkY@nestseekers.com

 

RECENTLY SOLD

2571 
DEL LAGO DR

Fort Lauderdale

last asking price 

$12,000,000

Hidden in the Southeast corner of Fort Lauderdale is the highly coveted gated 

community of Harbor Beach. Bordered by Port Everglades to the South, the 

Atlantic Ocean to the East, the Intracoastal Waterway to the West and Fort 

Lauderdale Beach Park to the North, Harbor Beach is home to many of the 

largest superyachts in Fort Lauderdale and undoubtedly one of the most 

exclusive and private gated communities in South Florida.  (more info)

Erin Sykes  609-517-3071  erins@nestseekers.com

Margo Fuller  347-580-3745  Margo@nestseekers.com

Shawn Elliott   516-695-6349  shawnelliott@nestseekers.com

 

Hidden behind privet and an impressive gated entrance, you will find this 

spectacular new build located within Southampton Village’s prime estate 

section. A gorgeous 1.8 acre parcel with incredibly manicured grounds 

designed by renowned Landscape Architect Dean Gomolka. Perfectly 

positioned along Ox Pasture Road makes an ideal setting for this immaculate 

15,352 sq ft home. Custom designed and built with all of the modern amenities 

in mind.  (more info)

James Giugliano  631-456-3567  jamesg@nestseekers.com

 

410 
OX PASTURE RD

Southampton

last asking price

$21,500,000

51 
PHEASANT LN

Southampton

$19,995,000

Experience this brand new classic South of the Highway home for sale in 

Southampton's prestigious Murray Compound at 51 Pheasant Lane. This 

high-end construction flawlessly combines modern and sophisticated interior 

finishes with a classic exterior design. The difference is in the detail! 

Meticulously designed and seamlessly executed, this Southampton Village 

home for all four seasons will be enjoyed in elegant style. Moments from Main 

Street and some of the most highly rated beaches in the world.  (more info)

J.B. Andreassi  631-875-6323  jbandreassi@nestseekers.com

Jason Barnett   631-974-4012  JasonBa@nestseekers.com


